Wide Open Spaces
A Naperville home with plenty of room to spread out
suits its owner’s penchant for hosting family and friends perfectly
Written by Amalie Drury
Photography by Anthony Tahlier
There’s an art to making any 14,000-square-foot space feel welcoming.
And when Chicago designer Marshall Erb was tasked with turning this vast
Naperville spread into a cozy place for the homeowner’s friends and family to
gather, he was up to the challenge.
The client was a high-powered Chicago businesswoman who was leaving
corporate life behind and wanted a calm, beautiful place to relax near the
suburban community she’d grown to love. A skilled decision-maker who
trusted Erb to bring her good ideas, she was busy but wanted to be involved
in the design of her first built-from-scratch home. “We’d meet at her office and
fill two conference rooms with presentations,” Erb remembers. “She trusted me
from the get-go and was excellent at providing feedback about what she liked.”
Located on a quiet, wooded side street just a few minutes from the
shops and restaurants of downtown Naperville, the house has all the perks
of suburban living: a five-car garage, a lushly landscaped lawn, a three-season
screened-in porch, a huge, professional-quality kitchen and outdoor amenities
like a Jacuzzi and fire pit. The homeowner—a mother of three college-age
children with a large extended family and a cherished circle of close friends—
wanted the whole thing to feel like home base. “This is the hub,” she says.
“Someday my kids will get married and come here with their own children.”
His favorite contemporary luxury hotels inspired Erb as he selected
finishes and furnishings for the home. “We took an Armani approach,” he says.
“It’s all about style, proportion and subtlety.”
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The grand foyer boasts custom-cut white statuary
marble, a custom chandelier from Pagani Studios and
hand-hammered iron balusters on the staircase.
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Appointed with wallpaper by Anya Larkin, a limestone
mantel by Atelier Jouvence and a walnut table by Marshall Erb
Design, the dining room seats 16 comfortably.

Thanks to the home’s size, nearly everything had to be custommade to fill the space appropriately. The dining room, for instance, has a
table that seats 16 comfortably and an iron chandelier—crafted in Texas,
fittingly—that’s two feet high by six feet long. (The dining table can also
be broken down into three separate tables for more intimate entertaining
configurations.) Upstairs, the children’s bedrooms are like apartments
designed with their future families in mind. “They’re bigger than the
apartments the kids actually live in at school,” says the homeowner.
As is the case with many family homes, the kitchen and its adjacent
“hearth room”—an area with a plush circle of seating options in front of a
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Waterworks faucets, Sub Zero refrigeration,
a Kohler sink, a Wolf range and cooktops
and Miele dishwashers make the kitchen state-of-the-art.

fireplace—are where people tend to congregate. The homeowner’s three best
friends live in different cities around the country, and when they come to
Naperville, they like to stay put. “We can sit in the hearth room for 48 hours
and never leave,” she says. “We laugh and talk and have a wonderful time.”
During the holidays, groups of up to 25 family members pitch in to
cook meals in the kitchen and lounge around the house making merry—
especially in the basement, where there’s a spa, a gym, a billiards room, a
Ping-Pong table room, an amphitheater with 15-foot-long curving sofas, and
an entertainment room with bar and fireplace. “It all gets used very nicely as
I had hoped,” says the homeowner.
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In the family room, Marshall Erb Design designed the coffee table
and ottomans, and chose sofas by Donghia, club chairs by R. Jones
and a bronze accent table by Tuell and Reynolds.
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Done in the client’s favorite color palette, the
master bedroom is tranquil and light.
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“My vision for the porch was ‘Tom Ford takes
Ralph Lauren fishing,’” says Erb.

The hearth room, located right off the kitchen

Award-winning interior designer Marshall Erb
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With a rug by Odegard,
armchairs by John Hutton and a
large painting by Lisa Ridgers from
Chicago Art Source, the cozy yet
inviting library is used for small
gatherings and reading.
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“For the central gallery, we
sourced this collection
of Zulu beer pots from a
collector in Africa,” says
designer Marshall Erb.

Part of what makes the home so inviting is the remarkable sense of
“flow” achieved by Erb, which he did by connecting the rooms through the
use of similar colors. “It’s not like there’s a green-themed room and then
a brown-themed room,” he explains. He also honed in on an overlapping
arches motif that first popped up in the limestone carvings on one of the
exterior balconies, which he carried throughout the home in understated
ways. The arches can be seen in a fireplace mantel in the dining room, in tile
mosaics on the bathroom floors, on a carpet border, a stair railing and even in
the ceiling moldings in a room Erb calls the “art gallery.”
“We paid a lot of attention to the details, even down to the hardware on
the cabinetry,” Erb says. “Everything is considered and there’s a lot of variety
in the textures. There’s not one item in the house that you could just buy from
a catalog.” Personal touches like works of art that have special meaning to the
client and a nook between the kitchen and mudroom that’s filled with family
photos bring a genuine, lived-in feel to the home.
“Most people look at the house from the outside and then come inside
and say it’s a lot bigger than it appears,” says the homeowner. “People are
surprised at the space, but they also say it’s homey. It’s not pretentious. You
feel comfortable.” marshallerb.com sl
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